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Abstract—In this article, a comprehensive software-defined networking (SDN) based adaptive transmission protocol (SDATP) is proposed for the fifth generation (5G) communication networks. In SDATP, a slice-level customized protocol is developed for supporting time-critical services that require high reliability and low-latency, such as machine-type communication (MTC) services for industrial automation. To satisfy service quality requirement for an MTC service, we introduce in-network intelligence in the proposed protocol, by enabling the functionalities of in-path caching, in-path retransmission, in-network congestion detection and congestion control. To minimize the end-to-end (E2E) delay, we optimize the configuration of caching functionalities, including the number of enabled caching nodes, caching node placement, and probabilistic packet caching policy. Since the optimization problem is NP-hard, we simplify the problem by reducing the number of decision variables and propose a low-complexity algorithm to solve the simplified problem. Extensive simulation results are presented to validate the effectiveness of the proposed algorithm in terms of retransmission hops and its adaptiveness to network dynamics.

Index Terms—5G, SDN, adaptive transmission protocol, in-path packet caching/retransmission, in-network congestion control.

I. INTRODUCTION

Recent advancement of the fifth generation (5G) communication networking technologies has led to the development of applications with stringent bandwidth and quality-of-service (QoS) requirements [1], [2]. Due to the limited resources on transmission links and network servers/switches in current core networks, it is difficult to meet diversified end-to-end (E2E) QoS requirements [3]. To mitigate network congestion and improve QoS satisfaction, an efficient transport-layer protocol is required. However, under the existing distributed and ossified core network architecture, only best-effort E2E performance is achieved by current transport-layer protocols, e.g., the transmission control protocol (TCP) [4], due to slow reaction to the increased level of network congestion. Software-defined networking (SDN) is a promising networking technology to enhance traffic load balancing and reduce network congestion [5].

Within the SDN architecture, more fine-grained in-network control can be realized to improve the E2E performance. In [6], to realize early detection and fast response of congestion, the SDN control module is exploited to collect in-network statistics (e.g., buffer occupancy information) [6]. However, the congestion control is still performed at end hosts. The SDN architecture can reduce the E2E delay by enabling in-path packet caching and retransmission function. In [7], an SDN-based user datagram protocol (UDP) framework is proposed, where retransmission engine is activated in-path to detect packet loss and request for retransmission. To effectively utilize caching resources, McGarry et al. propose to enable caching functions on some of the in-network switches in wireless sensor networks [8]. However, those caching switches are to cache all received packets, which incurs redundant packet caching along the routing path with wasted storage resources and additional processing delay. In [9], instead of caching all the received packets, it is proposed to cache a packet with certain probability so as to eliminate repetitive caching. However, how to place the caching functions on network switches to further improve the utilization of caching resources is yet to be considered.

To support time-critical services (e.g., machine-type communication (MTC) for industrial automation) with stringent delay and packet loss requirements, a proper caching scheme, including caching node placement and packet caching probability at each caching node, is required to maximize the packet caching efficiency. Given a packet caching probability, activating more caching nodes leads to a lower caching buffer overflow probability but less efficient caching resource usage. Moreover, the location of caching node placement affects QoS provisioning. If a caching node is placed at the beginning of a network path, the cached packets are more likely to be requested for retransmission, indicating a better caching effectiveness. However, the performance gain (e.g., reduced retransmission hops for each packet) can be low. Therefore, the caching node placement should be optimized via balancing the trade-off between effective caching and performance gain. The correlation between caching node placement and packet caching probability poses technical challenges on the caching scheme design.

In this article, we propose a comprehensive SDN-based adaptive transmission protocol (SDATP) with in-path packet caching, including caching node placement and probabilistic packet caching on each caching node, to reduce E2E packet transmission delay for supporting time-critical services (e.g., MTC for industrial automation). To optimize the caching
policy, a joint caching node placement and probabilistic packet caching problem is formulated as a mixed-integer nonlinear program (MINLP) to minimize the number of average packet retransmission hops. However, the correlation of packet caching probabilities among nodes and the interaction between probabilistic caching and caching node placement make it challenging to solve the problem. For a tractable solution, we reduce the number of decision variables by taking into account the feature of in-path caching, and then develop a low complexity heuristic algorithm to solve the simplified problem. It is demonstrated that the optimized caching policy outperforms several other benchmark policies, in terms of the number of retransmission hops.

The remainder of this article is organized as follows: The system model is described in Section II. In Sections III, we present the proposed SDA TP to support time-critical services, where we take MTC for industrial automation as an example. Simulation results are given in Section IV to demonstrate the performance of the proposed protocol, in comparison to an enhanced TCP. Finally, conclusions are drawn in Section V.

II. SYSTEM MODEL

In this section, the system model under consideration is presented, including a network model, a description of protocol function modules, and traffic model, to support time-critical services such as in MTC for industrial automation.

A. Network Model

In 5G core networks, with SDN and network function virtualization (NFV) [10], [11], each service flow \(^1\) aggregated from the wireless domain needs to go through a sequence of service functions, such as firewall and network address translation, to fulfill a flexible, cost-effective, and QoS guaranteed E2E service delivery. Therefore, a designed virtual network to support those service functions over the physical substrate network is called an embedded virtual network topology, with associated network servers, interconnected links, and provisioned resources, as shown in Fig. 1(a). To be compatible with the current transport layer protocol on end hosts, we assume the connections between end hosts and virtual switches\(^2\) (i.e., vSwitches) at the edge of the core network are running a state-of-the-art TCP protocol. For accommodating data transmission from a set of E2E connections of a service, an edge vSwitch is deployed for traffic aggregation and other higher-layer network functionalities (e.g., transport-layer header processing). Our proposed customized protocol for a service operates over an embedded virtual network topology between a pair of sending and receiving edge switches, and is developed at “slice-level” for enhanced data transmission. We define one network slice to support an aggregated service flow as a combination of the embedded virtual network topology, with the set of allocated resources, and the customized protocol elements. Each network slice is differentiated and isolated from the slices for other service flows, to guarantee different levels of QoS. We focus on slice-level protocol customization, because traffic flows aggregated from a set of end connections belonging to the same service type should follow the same set of protocol operation rules along the configured routing path between a pair of edge vSwitches. For the flows belonging to different services, the protocol is customized to satisfy their differentiated QoS requirements, by adjusting protocol operation rules. Taking one MTC service for industrial automation as an example in Fig. 1(b), the aggregated MTC traffic flow traverses from edge vSwitch \(S_0\) to edge vSwitch \(S_M\). The virtual network topology established for the service has proper resource allocation and a configured routing path between edge switches. As shown in Fig. 1(b), the path between edge switches of an MTC service is a linear topology, which consists of \(M\) transmission links, denoted by \(\{L_1, L_2, ..., L_M\}\), and \((M - 1)\) in-network vSwitches, denoted by \(\{S_1, S_2, ..., S_{M-1}\}\), and edge vSwitches \(S_0\) and \(S_M\). All the switches under the SDN architecture are OpenFlow vSwitches that are managed by the SDN controller. The edge-to-edge routing path is equipped with proper resources supporting higher-layer network function programmability. Conventional switches with only second-layer packet forwarding capability also exist, which are not depicted in Fig. 1(b) for clarity. In the following, a switch refers to an OpenFlow vSwitch.

For services that require caching functions, we denote the

\(^1\)A service (traffic) flow refers to an aggregation of packets of the same service type passing through a pair of edge switches in the core network.

\(^2\)A virtual switch refers to a softwarized network switch with virtualized resources to program higher-layer network functions, apart from the functionalities of traffic forwarding or traffic aggregation.
caching buffer size in packets for the \((M - 1)\) in-network switches as \(\{B_1, B_2, ..., B_{M-1}\}\). Packet loss at the \(m\)-th \((m = 1, 2, ..., M)\) transmission hop is caused by congestion at switch \(S_{m-1}\) and transmission errors of link \(L_m\).

### B. Network Functionalities

In order to meet the high reliability and low latency requirements of MTC services, SDATP incorporates a set of in-network functionalities, including in-path caching and retransmission, which can be deployed and activated on demand.

1) **Caching and Retransmission Functions:** For a service that requires high reliability and low latency, caching and retransmission functions are activated at in-network switches to realize in-path packet loss detection and packet retransmission. A network switch with activated caching function is defined as a caching node, which consists of a unique pair of caching and data transmission buffers, as shown in Fig. 2. Data packets are queued in the transmission buffer. During packet processing at one node, it duplicates each packet to its caching buffer with certain probability, referred to as probabilistic caching. Since all caching buffers have a limited size, buffer release is needed at the caching node to avoid buffer overflow. The procedures are shown as the caching and caching release working principle in Fig. 2. Time is partitioned into intervals of constant duration \(T_{CN}\) (in the unit of second). In every \(T_{CN}\) time interval, a caching notification (CN) packet is transmitted upstream to release cached packets in preceding caching nodes. The CN packet provides information of successfully cached packets at a caching node during the last \(T_{CN}\) interval. Cached packets are used for retransmission once packet loss happens, and a retransmission request is initiated by a retransmission node (which is an in-network switch with retransmission functionalities) including in-path packet loss detection and retransmission triggering. Between consecutive retransmission nodes, all the caching nodes and network switches/transmission links are referred to one caching-retransmission (CR) segment.

2) **Caching and Retransmission Function Placement:** The decision on which network switches should be activated with caching or retransmission functionality is a part of virtual network establishment procedure. For an MTC service with requirements of high reliability and low latency, caching function element is activated at both the sending and receiving edge switch, while the receiving edge switch also enables retransmission function elements, in order to minimize the maximum packet retransmission delay. Specifically, the policy of placing caching and retransmission function depends on packet loss probability over each transmission hop, as discussed in Subsection III-D.

### C. Traffic Model

Considering the temporal independence of access requests from different MTC devices, the MTC traffic arrivals are mod-

---

\(^3\)Packet retransmission delay is the time duration from the instant that a retransmission request packet is sent (after detecting packet loss) to the instant that a retransmitted packet is received by the request node.
eled as a Poisson process [12], [13]. Thus, packet arrivals from an aggregated MTC traffic flow, consisting of the superposition of a number of flows from individual devices, follows a Poisson process, with the average arrival rate ranging from tens to a few hundreds of packets per second. For an aggregated MTC traffic flow, let $Y$ denote the number of packet arrivals at edge switch $S_0$ during each caching release period (with duration $T_{CN}$), where $Y$ follows a Poisson distribution with mean packet arrivals (denoted by $\lambda$) over $T_{CN}$.

III. CUSTOMIZED PROTOCOL FOR TIME-CRITICAL SERVICES

We propose a customized protocol for time-critical MTC services to achieve in-path packet loss detection and lost packet retransmission, and in-network congestion detection and congestion control, in order to minimize the E2E transmission delay for packet. The protocol function elements include connection establishment, data transmission, caching-based in-path packet retransmission, and caching-based congestion control. We also develop an optimization framework to determine the optimal number of enabled caching nodes, optimal caching node placement, and optimal caching probabilities for the enabled caching nodes.

A. Connection Establishment

Conventional TCP requires a three-way handshake to establish a connection before data transmissions. This connection establishment process is required for a distributed network paradigm, for the two end hosts to ensure the reachability of an E2E path. With SDN, the controller assists the connection negotiation and path configuration. Therefore, the three-way handshake process for connection establishment can be simplified, due to the following reasons:

1) One purpose of the three-way handshake is to check whether there remains an available path between a client and a server. With a global view of the network, the SDN controller is able to check the path availability, which is more efficient than the hop-by-hop exploration;

2) The three-way handshake facilitates the negotiation between two end hosts for the initial sequence number and acknowledgement number. We can utilize the SDN controller to assign or notify the initial sequence number to end hosts;

3) To satisfy certain service requirements, the SDN controller can configure and update a routing path (a transmission pipeline) during the connection establishment.

Motivated by the preceding considerations, an SDN-based connection establishment mechanism is introduced as part of our proposed SDATP, to accelerate the connection establishment and reduce the signaling overhead. In SDATP, we exploit two-way handshake for connection establishment, including the initial sequence number exchanges between the end hosts. The controller is in charge of checking the path availability for the two-way connections. The first handshake establishes the connection for the forward direction, and the second handshake establishes the connection for the reverse direction. This SDN-based two-way connection establishment for supporting MTC services is presented in detail in our previous work [14].

B. Data Transmission

1) SDATP Data Packet Formats: We develop a set of new packet formats for efficient slice-level data transmission between a pair of edge switches. On one hand, with the SDN controller and in-network transmission control, the conventional TCP/IP header format is simplified to make the data transmission more efficient. For example, since packet loss detection in SDATP is a receiver-triggered method, the Acknowledgment field designed to acknowledge each received packet is not needed in the SDATP data packet header. The header formats should be supported by the OpenFlow-switches which extract the required matching fields (i.e., slice ID) in each received SDATP data packet to match the cached flow entries, to forward packet along the virtual network path. On the other hand, the SDATP introduces new functionalities to support enhanced data transmissions, such as in-path caching, caching-based retransmission, and caching-based congestion control. Therefore, two new fields in the SDATP packet header, Flag and Optional, are re-designed to generate several important types of packets, including data packet, retransmission data (RD) packet, retransmission request (RR) packet, and CN packet, to support the aforementioned enhanced protocol functionalities for data transmission.

2) Header Conversion/Reversion: For compatibility, between an end host and its corresponding edge switch, the packet transmission is based on the conventional TCP, whereas it follows the SDATP protocol between edge switches. Therefore, header conversion and reversion should be executed by the sending and receiving edge switches. When a sender sends a data packet based on TCP to the sending edge switch, the packet is converted to an SDATP data packet. When the packet arrives at the receiving edge switch, the SDATP packet is reverted to a TCP packet. To realize header conversion/reversion for data packets, we adopt one technology called tunneling [15]. That is, a TCP packet can be encapsulated as an SDATP packet by adding a new SDATP header over the TCP header, and can be decapsulated by removing the SDATP header, at the price of increasing the packet length.

C. Packet Retransmission

We briefly introduce the proposed packet retransmission scheme, including in-path receiver-triggered packet loss detection and caching-based packet retransmission. The detailed description of scheme is given in our previous work in [14].

1) Terminology for Packet Loss Detection: For each data traffic flow, at each retransmission node, a content window list is initiated and maintained, and an expected packet list is established according to the content window list.

Content Window List – Each retransmission node establishes the content window list to record the received packets, in which one content window describes a number of packets received in sequence. The list is updated once a new packet is received.
Expected Packet List – If the packet is expected by a retransmission node, its information is stored in an expected packet list at the node. When a retransmission node detects packet loss, it can select the lost packets from the list and trigger a retransmission request.

2) Thresholds for Packet Loss Detection: The original packet loss is detected based on the measurement of 1) the time interval of consecutive packet receptions, which is defined as InterTime at a retransmission node, or 2) the number of disordered packets that received by a retransmission node, called Interarrival Counter. The retransmission packet loss detection is based on the measurement of retransmission delay.

Interarrival Timeout – When InterTime exceeds an interarrival timeout which is called expected interarrival time, a retransmission request is triggered by this loss detection. The packet with the highest priority is selected from the expected packet list for retransmission. The threshold is determined by estimating the expected interarrival time.

Interarrival Counter Threshold – For the linear network topology of a single MTC service slice, disordered packet reception at one switch indicates packet loss, and packet retransmission can also be triggered according to the degree of packet disorder (i.e., packet disorder length). For example, if packet loss happens in the first CR segment, the first retransmission node sends an RR packet, and then the requested RD packet will be transmitted from a caching node. After the RD packet is received by following segments, it leads to disordered packet reception. To avoid false packet loss detection, the following retransmission nodes need to update the estimated packet disorder length. The updated disorder length is set as an interarrival counter threshold for the packet in the expected packet lists of corresponding retransmission nodes.

Retransmission Timeout – After retransmission is triggered, packet loss can happen during the transmission of RR and RD packets. Thus, a retransmission node should have the capability of detecting this retransmitted packet loss and resending the RR packet. Based on the measurement of each sampled packet retransmission delay, its expected value is estimated and used as the retransmission timeout threshold.

3) Retransmission for RD packet: If a retransmission node detects packet loss, it will generate and send an RR packet to its preceding caching node(s) in its CR segment through an upstream data link, and the expected packet list is updated accordingly. An illustration of how caching and retransmission functions cooperate within one CR segment to realize packet loss recovery is given in Fig. 2. When an upstream caching node has received the RR packet, it identifies and searches the requested data in caching buffer. If the data are found, the caching node will send out the RD packet to the retransmission node. If the data are not found, the current caching node will forward the RR packet upstream. The RR packet will be forwarded consecutively by the caching nodes until the requested data are found.

D. Probabilistic Caching Optimization

We propose an optimized packet caching policy under caching resource constraints at each caching node, to determine the optimal number of enabled caching nodes, caching node placement, and packet caching probabilities, which minimizes the average number of packet retransmission hops.

With an embedded network topology supporting one service as in Fig. 1(b), packet loss can happen between edge switches with packet loss probability (p_m) over link m (m = 1, 2, ..., M), and an RD packet is retransmitted for loss recovery. In TCP, lost packets are retransmitted from the sender, and the required retransmission hops (RRHs) for each lost packet between edge switches is M. For SDATP, suppose that a sequence of N (≤ M) network switches are activated as caching nodes from the sending edge switch to the receiving edge switch, and the set of indexes for the activated caching nodes are the indexes of the corresponding network switches, denoted by C(N) = {C_1, C_2, ..., C_N}. With caching buffer capacity B_{C_n} (i.e., maximum number of cached packets) at switch S_{C_n}, the number of packets that can be cached at S_{C_n} is limited to B_{C_n}. Let P_i(C_n) denote the caching probability of a packet passing through caching node S_{C_n}. A lost packet can be retransmitted by an in-path caching node, say S_{C_n}, instead of the sender. If a packet cached at S_{C_n} is requested for retransmission, at least C_n transmission hops can be avoided for packet retransmission. As compared with TCP, the reduction in the average number of RRHs for packets cached at S_{C_n} during T_{CN} is denoted by R_{S_{C_n}}.

1) Objective: Since RRHs are proportional to time and transmission resources consumed for packet retransmission, the performance gain of in-path caching-based retransmission is represented by the ratio of total number of eliminated RRHs for packets cached at all caching nodes over the total number of RRHs for all lost packets during T_{CN} required by TCP. Our objective is to maximize the performance gain G(N) by which the optimal number of enabled caching nodes, N*, optimal caching node placement C(N*), and optimal packet caching probabilities P(N*) = {P_1(C_1), P_2(C_2), ..., P_{C_N}} are obtained.

2) Optimized Probabilistic Caching: If a caching node is placed at the beginning of a network path, only a small number of hops (C_n) is avoided for each retransmitted packet, but the cached packets have a high probability to be requested for retransmission (i.e., effective caching proportion). Therefore, in terms of caching node placement C(N), there is a trade-off between effective caching proportion and reduced retransmission hops for each packet. To evaluate the gain achieved by activating one switch (S_i) as a caching node, we define caching weight W_i (i = 1, 2, ..., M – 1) as the achieved performance gain at the cost of one unit of caching resources. The number of caching nodes, N, imposes an upper limit on the available caching resources. A larger N value means more caching resources, which can be beneficial to guarantee a smaller caching buffer overflow probability. On the other hand, if more caching nodes are activated, the packets will be distributively cached at more switches, which leads to low utilization of switches with a large caching weight W_i and a decrease in performance gain. Therefore, in terms of optimal N value, there is a trade-off between low buffer overflow probability and high utilization of resources at switches with large caching weight W_i. A maximum performance gain can be achieved through balancing the aforementioned two pairs of trade-off,
as described in Fig. 3(a). Specifically, an optimization problem for probabilistic caching can be formulated as a MINLP with decision variables $P(N), N$ and $C(N)$, which is a proved as an NP-hard problem.

For a tractable solution, we reduce the number of decision variables by deriving $P(N)$ in terms of $C(N)$, traffic arrival rate and caching buffer size. We develop a low-complexity heuristic algorithm named probabilistic caching (PC) scheme to find the solution of the problem, as highlighted in Fig. 3(b). In order to determine caching node placement for a given $N$, caching nodes are selected based on their $W_i$ values. Then, $C(N)$ is determined, $P(N)$ is derived, and $G(N)$ is calculated. In comparison with $G(N)$, the maximal performance gain $G^*(N)$ is updated after current iteration. After iterating from 1 to $(M - 1)$, the optimal number of caching nodes $N^*$ and the corresponding $C(N^*)$ and $P(N^*)$ are determined to achieve maximal $G^*(N)$.

### E. Congestion Control

For each virtual network, data transmissions between an end host and an edge switch are based on TCP, while communications between two edge switches use the proposed SDATP. Since multiple virtual networks share resources on some transmission links, congestion happens if a link utilization is close to 100%, leading to packet loss.

To overcome the link congestion problem, caching-to-caching congestion control is applied between two edge switches, while the TCP congestion control is employed between an end host and an edge switch. The detection of congestion is realized by analyzing CN packets sent from downstream caching nodes to upstream caching nodes. Each CN packet carries the information of how many packets are received within last $T_{CN}$ in received packet number field, and the ratio of the available caching space over the caching buffer size in caching state information field. After receiving a CN packet sent by $S_{C_n} (n = 2, ..., N)$, the upstream caching node $S_{C_{n-1}}$ calculates the number of lost packets over the link between $S_{C_{n-1}}$ and $S_{C_n}$, and a large number of lost packets indicates high level congestion over the link. In addition, a smaller available buffer space ratio corresponds to a higher risk of caching buffer overflow at $S_{C_n}$.

Fig. 4 illustrates caching-to-caching congestion control in a virtual network with 4 caching nodes (i.e., $S_0, S_3, S_7$, and $S_{11}$), and congestion happens between $S_7$ and $S_{11}$. Node $S_7$ detects the congestion from a received CN packet, indicating packets loss happens between $S_7$ and $S_{11}$, and starts to lower its sending rate to alleviate the congestion. The remaining caching buffer space of $S_7$ decreases because of its lowered sending rate and reduced number of released cached packets. Node $S_3$ receives the CN packet including the remaining caching buffer space of $S_7$, and compares it with a threshold. If the remaining space is smaller than the threshold, node $S_3$ estimates that $S_7$ is at the risk of caching buffer overflow, and decreases its sending rate to reduce the risk. Based on the same procedure, congestion is detected and spread out to each upstream caching node, until the sending edge switch ($S_0$) is reached. After the edge switch estimates the potential caching buffer overflow at $S_3$, it decreases the sending rate and, at the same time, adjusts the rate of replying ACKs to the sender according to its remaining caching buffer space.

When congestion happens, the reaction time for a sender to reduce its sending rate depends on the setting of caching overflow threshold. The threshold guides in-network caching nodes to detect congestion and spread out the information upstream to the sender. Since a smaller caching overflow threshold achieves a faster overflow estimation for each caching node,
reacts to network congestion. However, due to a larger caching overlap threshold, more packets will be sent out from the sender at the premise of not aggravating the congestion. Therefore, a lower E2E transmission delay is achieved with reduced waiting time at the sender. The caching overlap threshold is an important design parameter, with the consideration of its impact on both congestion reaction time and E2E transmission delay.

IV. A CASE STUDY

In this section, numerical results are presented to demonstrate the effectiveness of the proposed SDATP protocol supporting MTC service, in terms of reduced retransmission delay through in-path caching. To evaluate the performance, both analytical results and Monte Carlo simulation results are provided, for the network scenario shown in Fig. 1(b). Considering one service flow aggregated from a set of MTC connections, the routing path between the sending edge switch and the receiving edge switch for this MTC flow is linear, which consists of 10 transmission hops. When packets are transmitted between two edge switches, packet loss may happen due to network congestion and link errors. We assume packet loss probability is identical over each hop, and the loss probability of the entire path is 0.05%. We consider limited caching buffer capacity in the caching scheme design, which affects the total reduced retransmission delay. For each switch, caching buffer size $B_m$ for the aggregated service flow is an integer randomly distributed between 5 and 20 (packets).

A. Protocol Adaptiveness

First, we evaluate the adaptiveness of the proposed SDATP protocol to varying network conditions. When the traffic load changes, caching strategies, including caching node placement and packet caching probabilities, should be updated to achieve consistently maximal performance gain.

In some MTC use cases (e.g., smart alarming system), the number of active MTC devices varies with time, which leads to different traffic volumes during peak and off-peak hours. We change average arrival rate ($\lambda$) of a single MTC flow from 10 packets per $T_{CN}$ to 90 packets per $T_{CN}$. Recall that the performance gain with packet caching indicates the improvement of using in-path caching on the number of retransmission hops, and that caching node placement and caching probabilities are determined by the proposed probabilistic caching scheme. Fig. 5(a) shows how the number of caching nodes and performance gain change with the traffic arrival rate. More caching nodes are activated upon a traffic load increase to guarantee caching buffer reliability. However, the caching gain decreases because some nodes with a small weight are selected to accommodate the increasing traffic. Fig. 5(b) shows the optimal caching node placement versus traffic load, where node weights $W_i$ are differentiated with colours, with the dark blue block representing unactivated nodes.

B. Performance Evaluation

To evaluate the performance of the proposed probabilistic caching scheme, both analytical and simulation results of the performance gain are shown in Fig. 6. The analytical results demonstrate the maximal gain, $G^*(N)$, achieved through the probabilistic caching scheme. In the Monte Carlo simulation, caching nodes are placed following the designed probabilistic caching scheme. We simulate the transmission of one million packets from the sending to receiving edge switches. During the transmission, packet loss may happen based on the link loss probabilities, which is approximatively 0.05% for each hop. The lost packets are retransmitted from the caching nodes, and the delay of retransmitting the packets are measured and compared with that of retransmitting from the sending edge switch to obtain the performance gain.

To demonstrate that the proposed heuristic algorithm achieves a near-optimal solution, we compare the analytical performance gain achieved by the proposed heuristic algorithm and the optimal gain achieved by brute-force algorithm in Fig. 6(a), where the traffic arrival rate is 50 packets per $T_{CN}$. It is shown that the optimal number $N^*$ of activated caching nodes is 4 and the gap of optimal performance gains at $N^*$ between the proposed heuristic algorithm and the brute-force method is small.
The proposed caching scheme is also compared with two other in-path caching schemes, namely RP, and EP schemes. The RP scheme randomly selects in-path caching nodes; the EP scheme chooses in-path caching nodes, so that the packet loss probabilities between consecutive caching nodes are approximately equalized. For comparison, we set traffic arrival rate at 50 packets per $T_{CN}$. Fig. 6(b) plots the simulation results of the performance gain. It is seen that the optimal number of activated caching nodes of the proposed PC scheme is 4, which is consistent with the analytical results in Fig. 6(a). At the point of activating 4 caching nodes, nearly 24% of retransmission hops can be avoided by the proposed caching scheme, which outperforms the other two methods. Moreover, from Fig. 6(a) and Fig. 6(b), the tendency of performance gain with the varying number of caching nodes is consistent, and there exists an optimal performance gain by balancing the trade-off between low buffer overflow probability and high utilization of resources at switches with large caching weight $W_i$.

V. CONCLUSION

In this article, the customized SDATP is proposed to support services with stringent delay and high reliability requirements, such as MTC services for industrial automation. In SDATP, in-network intelligence is introduced, including in-path caching and retransmission functionalities and in-network congestion control. Furthermore, the SDATP is enhanced by jointly optimizing the caching node placement and probabilistic packet caching, which achieves minimum E2E packet delay with reduced retransmission overhead. We simplify the original optimization problem and propose a low-complexity heuristic algorithm. Through computer simulation, we evaluate the adaptiveness of the proposed protocol under a varying traffic load, and show that the proposed algorithm achieves consistently high performance gain. The proposed in-path caching scheme outperforms two other schemes in terms of the effectiveness of retransmission hops reduction.
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